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6 On non-semisimple fusion rules and tensor categories
Ju¨rgen Fuchs
Abstract. Category theoretic aspects of non-rational conformal field theories
are discussed. We consider the case that the category C of chiral sectors is a
finite tensor category, i.e. a rigid monoidal category whose class of objects has
certain finiteness properties. Besides the simple objects, the indecomposable
projective objects of C are of particular interest.
The fusion rules of C can be block-diagonalized. A conjectural connection
between the block-diagonalization and modular transformations of characters
of modules over vertex algebras is exemplified with the case of the (1,p) minimal
models.
hep-th/0602051
Introduction
Rational two-dimensional conformal field theory (rational CFT, or RCFT, for
short), corresponding to vertex algebras with semisimple representation category,
is a well-developed subject. In contrast, in the non-semisimple case our knowledge
is considerably more limited. It is, for instance, not even clear which subcategory of
the category of all generalized modules of a conformal vertex algebra can play the
role of the category C of chiral sectors of an associated conformal field theory. In this
note we discuss a few features of the non-semisimple case, in particular the relevance
of indecomposable projective objects of C, as well as a relationship between the
Grothendieck ring of C (which, by the assumed properties of C, exists) and modular
transformations of characters, which is conjectured to hold for a certain class of non-
rational CFTs. We also recall some aspects of the Verlinde relation, to which the
conjecture reduces in the semisimple case.
Crucial input for the study of chiral conformal field theory comes from the
work by Jim Lepowsky and his collaborators on vertex algebras and their represen-
tations. It is encouraging that the tensor product theory for modules over vertex
algebras initiated in [HL1] is being developed further (see [Miy3, HLZ]) so as to
cover a more general class of modules. One should indeed be confident that these
efforts will eventually allow for an enormous improvement of our understanding of
non-rational conformal field theories.
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1. Fusion rules and rational vertex algebras
In rational CFT the rank of the sheaf of conformal p-point blocks on a Riemann
surface of genus g is given by
N (g)i1i2...ip =
∑
m∈I
(
S0,m
)2−2g p∏
a=1
Sia,m
S0,m
,
where I labels the set of chiral sectors of the theory, with 0∈I corresponding to
the vacuum sector, and S a unitary |I|×|I|-matrix determined by the theory. This
formula is known as the Verlinde formula, though sometimes this term is reserved
for the particular case p=0 (i.e., the sheaf of genus-g characters), or for genus 0
and p=3. In the latter case,
(1) Ni j
k ≡ N (0)i j k∨ =
∑
m∈I
Si,m Sj,m S
−1
m,k
S0,m
are the fusion rules of the RCFT. If the conformal blocks possess appropriate
factorization properties, then the formula for N (g)i1i2...ip is actually implied by (1).
Heuristic arguments for the validity of (1) for any RCFT were already given when
this equality was discovered for a particular class of such theories, the sl(2)ℓ WZW
conformal field theories at positive integral level ℓ [Ve].
When stating this conjecture one faces the problem that apparently its very
formulation presupposes a thorough understanding of (rational) chiral CFT, includ-
ing e.g. an accurate definition of conformal blocks. Fortunately, however, strictly
less information is needed: One can formulate, and prove, the conjecture entirely in
terms of the representation theory of the chiral symmetry algebra of the CFT. The
latter is 1 a conformal vertex algebra, and we call a CFT rational iff this conformal
vertex algebra is rational. This is still not unequivocal, because several similar, but
inequivalent, interpretations of the qualification ‘rational’ for a vertex algebra are
in use. We resolve this remaining vagueness by adopting the axioms used e.g. in
theorem 5.1 of [Hua5]:
Definition 1. A conformal vertex algebra V is called rational iff it obeys the
following conditions:
⊲ V is simple;
⊲ V(0)∼=C and V(n)=0 for n< 0 ;
⊲ V is C2-cofinite;
⊲ every N-gradable weak V-module is fully reducible;
⊲ every simple V-module not isomorphic to V has positive conformal weight.
Two key properties of rational conformal vertex algebras make a purely repre-
sentation theoretic formulation of the Verlinde conjecture possible. The first is
based on the notion of character; the character χW of a V-module W is the graded
dimension
(2) χW (q) = trW
(
qL0−c/24 YW (vΩ)
)
=
∑
n≥0
dim(W (n)) qn+∆i−c/24 ,
1 In another approach to conformal quantum field theory, the role of the chiral symmetry
algebra is taken over by a net of von Neumann algebras, see e.g. [BEK, Re].
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and there are analogous trace functions in which the vacuum vector vΩ is replaced
by an arbitrary vector v ∈V. These can be analytically continued from the region
0< |q|< 1, in which they are absolutely convergent, to analytic functions of q=e2πiτ
for τ in the complex upper half-plane. Now a rational conformal vertex algebra has,
up to isomorphism, only finitely many irreducible V-modules Ui, i∈I. Further, as
shown in [DLM2] and (with slightly different assumptions than those of definition
(1)) in [Zh], for any v ∈V the finite-dimensional vector space of trace functions, and
in particular the space X=span{χUi | i∈I} of characters, carries a representation
ρX of the modular group SL(2,Z):
SL(2,Z) ∋
(
a b
c d
)
= γ 7→ ρX(γ) , χUi(γτ) =
∑
j∈I
ρX(γ)ij χUj (τ) ,
where γτ = aτ+bcτ+d . This allows one to define the right hand side of the relation (1):
S is the matrix
(3) Sχ = ρX(
(
0 −1
1 0
)
)
that represents the modular S-transformation τ 7→− 1τ on the characters. This
matrix is commonly referred to as the modular S-matrix, but to ensure that it is
not mixed up with one of the matrices S⊗ and S◦◦ to be introduced below, we shall
henceforth call it the character S-matrix instead.
The second key ingredient is the tensor product of V-modules and of intertwin-
ers (see e.g. [HL1, HL2, Li, Hua1]), which endows the representation category
Rep(V) with the structure of a braided monoidal category. For rational V, this
category has further special properties. Indeed, as shown in [Hua4, Hua5], one
has
Proposition 2. The representation category of a rational conformal vertex
algebra is a modular tensor category.
Recall that a modular tensor category is the following structure (see [Tu], where
some of the conditions imposed below are slightly relaxed, and e.g. [FRS1]):
Definition 3. A modular tensor category C is a category with the following
properties:
⊲ C is abelian, C-linear and semisimple;
⊲ C is monoidal, with simple tensor unit;
⊲ C is a ribbon category;
⊲ the number of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C is finite;
⊲ the braiding is maximally non-degenerate, in the sense that the matrix s◦◦ with
entries
(4) s◦◦i,j := (dUj ⊗ d˜Ui) ◦ [idU∨j ⊗ (cUi,Uj◦ cUj ,Ui)⊗ idU∨i ] ◦ (b˜Uj ⊗ bUi)
in Hom(1,1)∼=C is invertible.
In (4), i and j take values in the set I labeling the isomorphism classes of simple
objects of C, and {Ui} is a set of representatives for those classes, such that U0= 1
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is the tensor unit. That C is ribbon 2 means that there are families {cU,V } of braid-
ing isomorphisms in Hom(U ⊗V, V ⊗U), {θU} of balancing twist isomorphisms in
Hom(U,U), {bU} of coevaluation evaluation morphisms in Hom(1, U ⊗U∨), and
{dU} of evaluation morphisms in Hom(U∨⊗U,1), respectively, with appropriate
properties; see, for instance, chapter 2 of [BK]. Every ribbon category is rigid , i.e.
besides the right duality given by {dU , bU} there is also a left duality (with coevalua-
tion and evaluation morphisms to be denoted by {b˜U , d˜U}), and it is even sovereign,
i.e. the left and right duality functors are equal, ∨U =U∨ for all U ∈Obj(C) and
∨f = f∨ for all morphisms of C.
In a modular tensor category the tensor product induces a multiplicative ring
structure on the Grothendieck group K0(C), i.e. the quotient of the free abelian
group generated by isomorphism classes [U ] by the ideal generated by the rela-
tions [U ] = [V ] + [W ] for all exact sequences 0→V →U→W → 0. We denote by
Ni j
k ∈Z≥0 the structure constants of the ring K0(C) in the basis furnished by the
classes {[Ui] | i∈I} of simple objects. These numbers are the fusion rules that
appear on the left hand side of (1).
Thus in short, for an RCFT with chiral symmetry V the Verlinde formula (1)
expresses the structure constants of the based ring K0(Rep(V)) in terms of the
character S-matrix (3) for the characters of Rep(V)-representations.
On the other hand, an expression for Ni j
k of the form (1) also follows directly
from the representation theory of the fusion algebra K0(Rep(V))⊗ZC. Indeed,
there is a (not uniquely determined) diagonalizing S-matrix S⊗ such that (1) holds
with S=S⊗ (see section 3 below for details). Thus the contents of (1) may also be
summarized by asserting the equality
(5) S⊗ = Sχ
between (a possible choice of) the diagonalizing S-matrix S⊗ and the character
S-matrix Sχ .
Moreover, as already hinted at by the choice of symbol s in (4), for a modular
tensor category there is also a third S-matrix of interest, namely the matrix
(6) S◦◦ = ζ s◦◦ with ζ := (∑i∈I(s◦◦i,0)2)−1/2
(one can show that s◦◦i,0≥ 0), which is defined in terms of the braiding and the
dualities of Rep(V), and which we will accordingly call the ribbon S-matrix . And
indeed, for the representation category of any rational conformal vertex algebra in
addition to (5) one also has the equality
(7) S◦◦ = S⊗
between the ribbon S-matrix and the diagonalizing S-matrix. Note that, unlike (5),
this is a statement about the modular tensor category C and can thus be formulated
without reference to the underlying vertex algebra that has C as its representation
category.
Both of the equalities (5) and (7) have been proven in the adequate contexts:
(7) for modular tensor categories, and (5) for rational conformal vertex algebras.
We will present some details, including a proof of (7), in section 3 below. But in
2 Besides the qualifier ‘ribbon’ [RT], which emphasizes the similarity with the properties of
ribbons in a three-manifold, also the terms ‘tortile’ [JS, Sh] and ‘balanced rigid braided’ are in
use.
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this paper our main interest is in a broader class of CFTs which are not necessarily
rational. For these theories a priori neither of the matrices Sχ and S⊗ exists any
longer. However, there is at least one interesting class of models, the (1,p) mini-
mal models [Kau1], for which such matrices can indeed be extracted from Rep(V),
such that by postulating the validity of (5), the corresponding generalization of
the Verlinde formula yields sensible fusion rules. Like in the rational case, an
understanding of this relationship requires a good grasp both on purely categorical
and on representation theoretic aspects of the theory. Here we concentrate on
categorical aspects. On the representation theoretic side, the crucial new ingredient
is the generalization of the tensor product theory for Rep(V) [HL1, HL2, Hua1]
to include generalized V-modules and logarithmic intertwining operators that has
been presented in [Miy3, HLZ].
The rest of this note is organized as follows. We start in section 2 by discussing
a class of tensor categories that includes, besides all modular tensor categories, the
representation categories for the (1,p) minimal models that were suggested in the
literature, and which we expect to encompass many more non-rational CFT models
of interest. Afterwards we turn our attention to properties of the (K0-) fusion rules
of such categories, illustrating them first in the semisimple case in section 3, and
then discussing the general case in section 4. Next we comment, in section 5, on
the modular transformations of characters, which in the non-semisimple case do not
span the space of conformal zero-point blocks on the torus. In section 6 pertinent
information on the (1,p) minimal models is collected, including in particular, in
section 6.3, the conjecture of [FHST] for the fusion rules of the (1,p) models. In
the final section 7 we remark on the significance of some peculiarities of these (1,p)
fusion rules, and also point out that taking the relation between chiral and full CFT
into consideration may allow one to gain additional insight into the purely chiral
issues addressed here.
2. Braided finite tensor categories
Eventually one would like to understand the vertex algebra and its represen-
tation theory for any arbitrary conformal field theory. But in view of the limited
information available, it would be presumptuous to attack all models at once. As a
modest first step one can instead try to learn more about those non-rational CFT
models which are the closest relatives of the rational ones. To us, the crucial prop-
erties seem to be that up to isomorphism there is still a finite number of irreducible
V-modules and that all modules have a Jordan-Ho¨lder series of finite length. Un-
fortunately, even at this restricted level of ambition it is far from obvious how to
characterize the relevant categories. Certainly at the representation theoretic level
one has to deal with weak or generalized modules [Mil2, Miy3, HLZ], for which,
unlike for ordinary V-modules, semisimplicity of the action of the Virasoro zero
mode L0 is not required. Further, the relevant subcategory C of the category of all
generalized V-modules must still admit
⊲ a tensor product, as the representation theoretic foundation of operator product
expansions;
⊲ a braiding, to account for monodromy properties of conformal blocks; and
⊲ a notion of contragredient representation [FHL], in order to allow the collection
of two-point blocks on the Riemann sphere to be nondegenerate.
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Subcategories C with these properties certainly exist [HLZ], though it can
be difficult to verify for concrete models that a specified class of modules of, say,
a W-algebra in conformal field theory for which the associated vertex algebra is
not known in full detail, satisfies the relevant criteria. If V is C2-cofinite, then
the class of finite-length weak V-modules has the desired properties [Miy3, Theo-
rems 4.5&5.4]. In any case, C should contain enough projectives, and in particular
contain all simple V-modules as well as their projective covers. (For C2-cofinite
vertex algebras, the latter is again fulfilled for the generalized modules of finite
length [Miy3, Theorem6.4].) Accordingly, for the specific class of models we have
in mind, the structure of a finite tensor category [EO] seems to provide a suitable
framework. Recall from [EO] the following
Definition 4. Let C be an abelian category with algebraically closed ground
field k and finite-dimensional morphism spaces.
(i) C is called finite iff the number of isomorphism classes of simple objects is finite,
every simple object has a projective cover, and C is artinian, i.e. every object has
finite length.
(ii) A finite tensor category is a finite rigid monoidal category with simple tensor
unit.
From now on C will stand for a finite tensor category (in the application to
conformal field theory, k is C). We continue to write {Ui | i∈I} for a (finite) set
of representatives of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C, with U0=1. For
i∈I we denote by i∨ ∈I and ∨i∈I the unique labels such that U∨i ∼=Ui∨ and∨Ui∼=U∨i, respectively. Besides the simple objects, the indecomposable projective
objects turn out to be particularly important. We denote by {Pi | i∈I} the set of
indecomposable projective covers of the simple objects Ui.
Let us list some properties of finite tensor categories:
⊲ The rigidity of C guarantees [BK, Proposition2.1.8] that the tensor product
bifunctor is exact in both of its arguments.
⊲ By rigidity,
(8) Hom(U ⊗V,W ) ∼= Hom(V, ∨U⊗W ) ∼= Hom(U,W ⊗V ∨) .
While the left and right dualities need not coincide, still ∨L∼=L∨ for every invertible
object L.
⊲ A simple object U is also absolutely simple, i.e. satisfies Hom(U,U)=k idU .
⊲ For all i∈I, Hom(Pi⊗ ∨Ui,1) 6=0 and Hom(Pi⊗ ∨Ui, P0) 6=0 [EO, Remark in 2.7].
⊲ For any object U and any projective object P , the objects P ⊗U and U ⊗P are
projective [KaL, IV,Corollary2 on p. 441]. In particular, after tensoring with a pro-
jective object every exact sequence splits.
⊲ As a consequence [EO, Proposition2.3], together with P also P∨ is projective.
This, in turn, implies that any indecomposable projective object has, up to isomor-
phism, a unique simple subobject, and that any projective object is also injective,
and vice versa.
⊲ It also follows that if 1 is projective, then, owing to U ∼=U ⊗1, so is every object
U of C. This implies that the tensor unit is projective iff C is semisimple.
⊲ Further, the assignment
i 7→ i+ such that P∨i ∼=Pi+
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constitutes a bijection from I to itself, satisfying i++= i∨∨.
Next we note that, being exact in both arguments, the tensor product bifunctor
induces a ring structure on K0(C). We call this structure the fusion product and
denote it by [U ] ∗ [V ] :=[U⊗V ], and refer to the k-algebra
(9) F0(C) := K0(C)⊗Z k
as the fusion algebra of C. For any object U , the matrix of left (or right) multipli-
cation by [U ] in K0(C) has nonnegative entries; the Perron--Frobenius eigenvalue of
this matrix is called the Perron--Frobenius dimension of U .
Besides its ring structure, K0(C) inherits further properties from C: Since the
tensor product is associative up to isomorphism, the fusion product ∗ is asso-
ciative. Similarly, the class [U0] of the tensor unit is the unit element of K0(C),
[U0] ∗ [U ] = [U ] = [U ] ∗ [U0], while rigidity implies that [U∨] ∗ [U ] = [U0] + . . . and
[U ] ∗ [∨U ] = [U0] + . . . . 3 And owing to finiteness of C, the algebra F0(C) has a Z-
basis {[Ui]}i∈I , to be called the fusion basis , in which the structure constants are
nonnegative integers. As in the case of modular tensor categories, we write Ni j
k
for these numbers, i.e. write
[Ui] ∗ [Uj ] =
∑
i∈I
Ni j
k [Uk] ,
and refer to the integers Ni j
k as the (K0-) fusion rules of C.
In terms of these fusion rules, the tensor products of the simple objects Ui and
indecomposable projective objects Pi are given by [EO, Proposition2.2]
Pi⊗Uj ∼=
⊕
k∈I
Nk j∨
i Pk and Uj ⊗Pi ∼=
⊕
k∈I
N∨j k
i Pk .
The objects Pi close among themselves under the tensor product, in the sense that
(10) Pi⊗Pj ∼=
⊕
k∈I
Bi j
k Pk with Bi j
k ∈Z≥0
for i, j ∈I.
The bijection i 7→ i+ satisfies N0+ j∨i= δi+,j , implying that the object U0+ is
invertible and obeys
Pi+ ∼= P∨i⊗U0+ , Ui+ ∼= U∨i⊗U0+ , Pi+∨ ∼= U0+∨ ⊗Pi
as well as
Pi∨∨ ∼= U0+∨ ⊗P∨∨i⊗U0+
[EO, Lemmata 2.9,2.10].
Braid group statistics is a characteristic feature of low-dimensional quantum
field teories. Accordingly we now assume that C is a braided finite tensor category.
(Braided tensor categories with similar properties as those of finite tensor categories
have also been studied in [Ly2, KeL].) Then the ring K0(C) is commutative, and
the isomorphisms (8) are supplemented by
Hom(U ⊗V,W ) ∼= Hom(V, U∨⊗W ) ∼= Hom(U,W ⊗∨V ) .
3 But note that for [U0] to occur in the decomposition of [U ] ∗ [V ] with respect to the fusion
basis it suffices that U ⊗V has the tensor unit as a subquotient, which can happen even for simple
objects U , V that are not isomorphic to each other’s left or right duals.
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Also (compare e.g. formula (2.2.6) of [BK]), the double dual functors ?∨∨ and ∨∨?
are naturally isomorphic (as functors, though in general not as monoidal functors)
to the identity functor IdC . One can thus define left and right (quantum) dimensions
diml(U), dimr(U)∈Hom(1,1) of objects of C by
diml(U) := d˜U ◦ c∨U,U ◦ b˜U , dimr(U) := dU ◦ cU,U∨ ◦ bU .
By (absolute) simplicity of 1, when dimr(U)∈Hom(1,1)∼= k (or diml(U)) is non-
zero, then it is an isomorphism and 1 is a retract of the object U ⊗U∨ (respectively,
of ∨U ⊗U). It follows (compare [EO, Theorem2.16]) that, unless C is semisimple,
diml(P )= 0=dimr(P ) for every projective object P .
3. Semisimple fusion rules and the Verlinde formula
In this section we assume that C is a semisimple sovereign braided finite ten-
sor category, e.g. a modular tensor category. Then in particular every object is
projective, and (10) reduces to
Ui⊗Uj ∼=
⊕
k∈I
Ni j
k Uk
for i, j ∈I.
Combining (8) with semisimplicity, one has Hom(U∨⊗V,W )∼=Hom(U ⊗W,V ),
and thus the representation matrix ρreg([U
∨]) of [U∨] in the (left, or equivalently
right) regular representation ρreg of the fusion algebra F0(C) is the transpose of
ρreg([U ]). Commutativity of F0(C) then implies that all matrices ρreg( · ) are normal
and commute with each other, and therefore can be diagonalized simultaneously.
Thus ρreg is fully reducible, and hence F0(C) is semisimple.
So F0(C) is a semisimple unital commutative associative algebra over an alge-
braically closed field k. The structure of such algebras is easily worked out. 4 First,
there is a basis {el | l∈I∗} of idempotents, satisfying
el ∗ em = δlm em and
∑
l∈I∗ el = e ,
such that there is an isomorphism
F0(C) ∼=
⊕
l∈I∗
kel
of k-algebras. Note that the label sets I and I∗ are in bijection, but there does not
exist any natural bijection between them.
The basis transformation [Ui] =
∑
l∈I∗Qi,l el, i∈I, from the basis of idempo-
tents to the fusion basis defines an invertible matrix Q, unitary up to normalisation,
in terms of which the structure constants can be written as Ni j
k=
∑
lQi,lQj,lQ
−1
l,k .
The matrix S⊗ with entries
(11) S⊗i,l := ξlQi,l with ξl :=
(∑
i∈I
|Qil|2
)−1/2
= S⊗0,l 6= 0
is unitary and diagonalizes the fusion rules,
(12) Ni j
k =
∑
l∈I∗
S⊗i,l S
⊗
i,j S
⊗−1
l,k
S⊗0,l
.
4 For a few more details about semisimple fusion algebras see e.g. [Kaw, Fu, Gan2].
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It is thus the diagonalizing matrix announced before formula (5) in section 1.
We are now in a position to establish the postulated equality (7). One possi-
bility is the following. After tacitly replacing C with an equivalent strict monoidal
category, we can employ the usual graphical notation (see e.g. [BK, FRS1] and
the literature cited there)
bU =
U U
∨
dU =
U
∨
U
cU,V =
U V
for the (co)evaluation and braiding morphisms. Then the following chain of equal-
ities is easy to verify:
s◦◦i,k
s◦◦0,k
s◦◦j,k =
s◦◦i,k
s◦◦0,k
j k = j i k
=
∑
p
∑
α
p
α
α k
i∨ j∨
=
∑
p
∑
α
p k
i∨ j∨
α
α
=
∑
p
Ni j
ps◦◦p,k
(The first equality is the definition (4) of s◦◦j,k, the second equality uses the same
definition for s◦◦i,k, the third is obtained by expressing idUj⊗Ui in terms of dual
bases {α} of Hom(Uj⊗Ui, Up) and {α} of Hom(Up, Uj⊗Ui), the fourth holds by
monoidality of the braiding and (co)evaluation morphisms, and the final equality
follows by the property of the bases {α} and {α} to be dual to each other.) This
tells us that the ribbon S-matrix S◦◦ diagonalizes the fusion rules, too, and hence
that it coincides with the diagonalizing S-matrix (11), up to the inherent freedom
present in S⊗, i.e. up to changing the order of the columns (recall the lack of a
natural bijection between I∗ and I) and multiplying them by invertible scalars.
Thus, in this sense, S◦◦=S⊗, as claimed.
The reasoning above summarizes the proof obtained in 1989, in several different
guises, in [Wi, MS2, Ca]. For related material, see e.g. [MS1, DV, FK, BYZ,
BT]). We also note that the equality (7) implies in particular that for any object U ,
its quantum dimension dim(U)= s◦◦U,0≡ dU ◦ b˜U coincides with its Perron--Frobenius
dimension.
To prove the equality (5), on the other hand, requires rather different ideas
and tools, since the contents of (5) is not purely categorical. Early investigations
dealt with Virasoro unitary minimal models [BS]. Later attention focused on the
unitary WZW conformal field theories based on untwisted affine Lie algebras gˆ and
positive level ℓ, which are distinguished in the following two respects: First, there
is a convenient explicit formula expressing the character S-matrix Sχ in terms of
quantities from the horizontal subalgebra g of gˆ [KP]. And secondly, the sheaves of
conformal blocks on a complex curve C can be identified with holomorphic sections
in the ℓth tensor power of a line bundle over the moduli space of flat g-connections
over C, so that they may be regarded as non-abelian generalizations of theta func-
tions (see e.g. [TUY, Be, Sor]). Accordingly, the first proofs of (5) for the WZW
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case combined the explicit expression for Sχ with algebro-geometric techniques
[Fa, BL, Be]. In another proof [Te] the integrable highest weight gˆ-modules are
completed to Hilbert spaces and the Verlinde formula is reduced to vanishing the-
orems for certain complexes of these Hilbert spaces. Yet another [Fi] is obtained
by establishing a monoidal equivalence between the category of integrable highest
weight gˆ-modules for a unitary WZW model at level ℓ and a category of gˆ-mo-
dules at level −ℓ−2h∨, which allows one can invoke the results of [KaL] for the
Grothendieck ring of the latter category.
Much more recently, the equality S⊗=Sχ has finally been established for the
representation category of every rational conformal vertex algebra, and in particular
without the need to refer to any concrete expression for Sχ such as the one available
in the WZW case. Various pertinent aspects had been clarified earlier, e.g. in
[Zh, HL2, Hua1, HL3, DLM2, Miy1]. But the proof could be completed, in
2004 [Hua3], only after another crucial input, the modular transformation behavior
of (genus zero and one) multi-point conformal blocks, had been resolved [Hua2].
4. Non-semisimple fusion rules
Let us now study the fusion algebra F0(C) for a braided finite tensor category
C that is neither (necessarily) semisimple nor sovereign. F0(C) is a finite-dimensio-
nal unital commutative associative k-algebra, with a distinguished basis, the fusion
basis {[Ui] | i∈I}. The structure of such algebras is slightly more complicated than
in the semisimple case, see e.g. [ARS, Chapters I.4& II.5]. As a vector space, F0(C)
can be written as a sum of its Jacobson radical R and its semisimple part. Thus it
has a basis
(13) {yl | l∈I∗} = {ea | a∈I ′} ∪ {wa,ℓ | a∈I ′ , ℓ=1, 2, ... , νa−1}
with νa ∈Z>0 for a∈I ′, consisting of idempotents ea and nilpotent elements wa,ℓ
that satisfy the relations
∑
a∈I′ ea=1 and
ea ∗ eb = δab eb , wa,ℓ ∗wb,ℓ′ = 0 for a 6= b , wa,ℓ ∗ eb = δab wa,ℓ
(the wa,ℓ may be chosen such that wa,ℓ=(wa,1)
∗ℓ), so that
F0(C) ∼= R⊕
⊕
a∈I′
kea with R ∼=
⊕
a∈I′
νa−1⊕
ℓ=1
kwa,ℓ
as k-vector spaces.
It follows that in the yl-basis, for every i∈I the matrix Mi :=Rreg([Ui]) is
block-diagonal, with |I ′| blocks of sizes νa. Thus the matrices Ni formed by the
structure constants in the fusion basis (i.e., having entries (Ni)
k
j =Ni j
k), while in
general not diagonalizable, are still block-diagonalizable, satisfying Q−1NiQ=Mi
with Q the matrix for the basis transformation from the yl-basis to the fusion
basis, [Ui] =
∑
l∈I∗Qi,l yl. Now recall from (11) that in the semisimple case (for
which νa=1 for all a∈I ′=I∗ and all Mi are diagonal), the diagonalizing S-ma-
trix S⊗ is obtained from the basis transformation matrix Q as Q=S⊗K with
Kl,m= δlm/S
⊗
0,m, where the role of the diagonal factor K is to make S
⊗ unitary.
This suggests to implement an analogous factorization also in the general case, i.e.
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to set
(14) Q =: S⊗K with K =
⊕
a∈I′
Ka
with νa×νa-matrices Ka. Then one arrives at the equality
(15) Ni = S Ŝi S
−1 with S ≡ S⊗ and Ŝi ≡ KMiK−1
as a generalization of (12) to non-semisimple fusion rules.
It should be stressed that it is completely unclear whether any particular
choice of K is distinguished in applications to conformal field theory. Anyhow,
note that in the semisimple case one has S⊗0,lKl=Q0,l=1 for every l∈I∗, so
that K is expressible entirely through S⊗. In contrast, in the general case the
condition
∑
aea=1 just yields (denoting by Ia the subset of I∗ determined by
{yl | l∈Ia}= {ea}∪ {wa,ℓ | ℓ=1, 2, ... , νa−1})( ∑
m∈Ia
S⊗0,mK
a
m,l
)
l∈Ia =
(
Q0,l
)
l∈Ia =
(
1 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
νa−1 times
)
for each a, i.e. only a single restriction on the ν2a entries of the blockK
a. In addition,
by comparison with the semisimple case it is tempting to demand that the entries of
Ka can be expressed solely through the numbers S⊗0,m with m∈Ia. If, for instance,
νa=2, then this just leaves two parameters in K
a undetermined, one of them being
the normalization of wa. Ordering the yl-basis such that yl= ea and yl+1=wa, and
– motivated by the results of [FHST] which imply e.g. that S⊗ should square to
the unit matrix (see section 6 below), though not by any further insight – fixing
these two parameters by imposing that detKa=1 and Kal,l+K
a
l+1,l=0, one then
has
(16) Ka =
 (Σ⊗0,l)−1 −S⊗0,l+1
− (Σ⊗0,l)−1 S⊗0,l
 with Σ⊗0,l := S⊗0,l − S⊗0,l+1 ,
and thus
(
Ŝi
)a
=
1
Σ⊗0,l
(
S⊗0,lS
⊗
i,l + S
⊗
0,l+1S
⊗
i,l+1 − 2S⊗0,l+1S⊗i,l S⊗0,lS⊗i,l+1 − S⊗0,l+1S⊗i,l
S⊗0,l+1S
⊗
i,l − S⊗0,lS⊗i,l+1 S⊗0,lS⊗i,l + S⊗0,l+1S⊗i,l+1 − 2S⊗0,lS⊗i,l+1
)
.
Recall that the projective covers Pi of the simple objects Ui close under the
tensor product, see formula (10). As a consequence, their images in K0(C) span an
(associative but, unless C is semisimple, not unital) ideal P(C) of F0(C). Together
the structure of F0(C) and of P(C) already encode a lot of information about the
tensor product of C. (Compare the analogous situation with tensor products of
modules over simple Lie algebras and over quantum groups, see e.g. [La, FS].) If
the ideal P(C) is maximal, then it contains in particular the Jacobson radical R
of F0(C), so that the quotient F0(C)/P(C) is semisimple. While this is indeed the
case for the (1,p) models studied in section 6 below, it is not clear to us whether it
remains true for other finite tensor categories.
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5. Modular transformations
For any C2-cofinite conformal vertex algebra V the space Y=Y(V) of conformal
zero-point blocks on the torus carries a finite-dimensional representation ρX of
the modular group SL(2,Z). This has long been known for rational conformal
vertex algebras [Zh], for which Zhu’s algebra A(V) is semisimple. However, se-
misimplicity of A(V) is not necessary [Miy2, theorem5.8]. Note that C2-cofini-
teness implies [Miy2, theorem 2.5] that A(V) as well as the higher Zhu algebras
An(V) [DLM1] are finite-dimensional. Further, C2-cofiniteness is equivalent to the
statement that every weak module is N-gradable and is a direct sum of generalized
eigenspaces to L0 of [Miy2, theorem2.7], so that one can define characters as in
formula (2) and analogous trace functions for vectors v ∈V other than the vacuum
vector, as well as for generalizations known as “pseudo-trace functions”. As shown
in theorem 5.2 of [Miy2], the space Y is spanned by pseudo-trace functions for the
vacuum vector. For rational V, Y=X is already spanned by the ordinary characters
χi≡χUi of the irreducible V-modules Ui, whereas in the non-rational case one
needs in addition nontrivial pseudo-trace functions which are linear combinations of
characters with coefficients in C[τ ] [Miy2, proposition5.9]. (For the (1,p) minimal
models these generalized characters coincide [FG] with the functions introduced on
similar grounds in [Fl1].) There does not, however, exist a canonical assignment
of these additional nontrivial pseudo-traces to particular indecomposable V-repre-
sentations. (Note that exactness of a sequence 0→U→W →V → 0 implies that
χW =χU +χV ; in particular, the modular transformations of any character χW are
completely determined by those of the irreducible characters.) As a consequence,
the finite-dimensional SL(2,Z)-representation ρX on the zero-point torus blocks
does not come with a distinguished basis, unless V is rational, in which case a
distinguished basis is given by the irreducible characters.
In the non-semisimple case, the proper subspace X of Y is generically not in-
variant under the action of ρY. Rather, the modular transformations
(17) χi(γτ) =
∑
j∈I
Jij(γ; τ)χj(τ)
of the characters involve matrices J(γ; τ), satisfying J(γγ′; τ)= J(γ; γ′τ)J(γ′; τ) for
γ, γ′ ∈SL(2,Z), which depend nontrivially on τ . On the other hand, for there to be
any chance to generalize the relation (5) between the modular S-transformation and
the (K0) fusion rules, it seems indispensible to still have an SL(2,Z)-representation
ρX, of dimension |I| (i.e. the dimension of the fusion algebra F0(C), which equals
the number of irreducible V-characters), on the subspace X. Several methods have
been proposed for extracting such a representation ρX, and thereby a candidate
character S-matrix Sχ := ρX(
(
0 −1
1 0
)
) from the theory:
⊲ Separate [FHST] from the τ -dependent matrices J a matrix-valued automorphy
factor  by writing
J(γ; τ) = (γ; τ)−1ρX(γ) ,
analogously as separating a scalar automorphy factor ζ−1c,d (cτ+d)
−1/2 e−iπcν
2/(cτ+d)
from the Jacobi theta function ϑ(τ, ν) makes it invariant under Γ1,2<SL(2,Z).
Actually, whenever  fulfils the cocycle condition (γγ′; τ)= (γ′; τ) (γ; γ′τ) and
strongly commutes with ρX= J , i.e. obeys [ρX(γ), (γ
′; τ)] = 0 for all γ, γ′ ∈SL(2,Z),
ρX is indeed an SL(2,Z)-representation. Thus in order to obtain a sensible result,
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one must impose further criteria, e.g. suitable minimality conditions, that allow one
to select an appropriate automorphy factor .
⊲ Find [FGST1] two strongly commuting SL(2,Z)-representations ρ and ρ̂X such
that ρY can be written as their “pointwise product”, i.e.
(18) ρY(γ) = ρ(γ) ρ̂X(γ)
for γ ∈SL(2,Z), and such that ρ̂X restricts to the representation ρX on the subspace
X⊂Y.
(The restriction of ρ to X is then essentially the inverse automorphy factor 
−1.)
⊲ Envoke [FGST1] an equivalence between C and the representation category of
a suitable ribbon quantum group and observe that on the center of the quantum
group there is an SL(2,Z)-representation that, via the Jordan decomposition of the
ribbon element, has a natural pointwise factorization of the form (18).
Remarkably, these approaches indeed work (and all lead to the same SL(2,Z)-
representation) in the particular case of the (1,p) minimal models, to which we
therefore now turn our attention.
6. The (1,p) minimal models
6.1. Representations of the chiral algebra. The vertex algebra V=Vq,p
for the (q,p) Virasoro minimal model, of central charge cq,p=1− 6(p−q)2/pq, has
a semisimple representation category iff the positive integers p and q are coprime
[Wa, DMZ]. Here we consider the degenerate case of minimal models with q=1
[Kau1], of central charge c=13−6p−6/p, for which Rep(V) is not semisimple. For
these (1,p) minimal models, V is still C2-cofinite, as shown for p=2 (the “symplectic
fermion” case [Kau2]) in [Ab], and for general p in [CF].
Note that for q=1 the Kac table is empty; therefore one considers Virasoro
modules with labels in the extended Kac table instead. The resulting models have
an extended chiral algebra W [Kau1, Fl1]. W can be constructed as follows (see
e.g. [FHST, Sect. 2]). Consider a free boson ϕ with energy-momentum tensor
1
2 :∂ϕ∂ϕ: +
1
2 (α++α−) ∂
2ϕ, with α+=
√
2p and α−=−
√
2/p. For any r, s∈Z
there is a free boson vertex operator Φr,s= : exp
(
1
2 [(1−r)α++(1−s)α−]ϕ
)
: and an
associated Fock module Fr,s over the Heisenberg algebra that is generated by the
modes of ∂ϕ. Then W is the maximal local subalgebra of the algebra spanned
by the fields that correspond to the states in the kernel of the screening charge
S−=
∮
Φ1,−1 on the direct sum
⊕
r∈Z,s=1,...,pFr,s of Fock modules. Concretely, W
is generated by three Virasoro primary fields of conformal weight 2p−1, namely
W−=Φ3,1 and W 0= [S+,W−], W+= [S+,W 0], where S+=
∮
Φ−1,1.
Further, for every s=1, 2, ... , p, the direct sum Fs :=
⊕
r∈Z Fr,s of Fock modules
contains two irreducible W-modules, or more precisely,
KerS−
∣∣
Fs
= U+s ⊕ U−s
with pairwise nonisomorphic irreducible W-modules U±s . The modules U
±
p are
projective, while for each s=1, 2, ... , p−1 there exist non-split extensions of U±s by
U∓p−s and by U
∓
p−s⊕U∓p−s, and there are in particular indecomposable projective
modules P±s which are the projective covers of U
±
s and have Jordan-Ho¨lder series
corresponding to
(19) [P+s ] = [P
−
s ] = 2 [U
+
s ] + 2 [U
−
p−s]
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in the Grothendieck ring [FHST]. (See also [FGST1, appendixC] and [FGST2]
for the corresponding quantum group modules.) The action of L0 on U
±
s (s 6= p)
has size-2 Jordan blocks, while L0 acts semisimply on all their proper subquotients.
We take the category C to have as objects the projective modules P±s (with
s=1, 2, ... , p, i.e. including P±p ∼=U±p ) and their subquotients. By the results of
[CF], this should be a braided finite tensor category equivalent to a suitable full
subcategory of the category of generalized V-modules [HLZ]. Thus in particular
C has, up to isomorphism, 2p simple objects U±s , s∈{1, 2, ... , p}, and it consists
of p+1 linkage classes (minimal full subcategories such that all subquotients of all
objects in the class again belong to the class); U+1 is the tensor unit. Two of the
linkage classes contain a single indecomposable projective (indeed simple) object,
namely U+p and U
−
p , respectively, while the others contain two nonisomorphic inde-
composable projectives P+s and P
−
p−s, as well as two nonisomorphic simple objects
U+s and U
−
p−s, s∈{1, 2, ... , p−1}. The tensor product of C has been studied in de-
tail [GK1] for p=2, but not for other values of p. The results of [GK1] show in
particular that for p=2 the block structure of F0(C) reflects the linkage structure of
C, in the sense that the block sizes {νa | a∈I ′}, coincide with the numbers of non-
isomorphic simple (or of indecomposable projective) objects in the linkage classes
of C. It is tempting to expect that this continues to be the case for any p, so that
in particular the [U+1 ]-row of the diagonalizing matrix Q of F0(C) looks as
(20)
(
Q0,l
)
l∈I∗ =
(
1 1 1 0 1 0 · · · 1 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−1 times
)
.
6.2. Characters and modular transformations. As already mentioned at
the end of the previous section, one can isolate an |I|=2p -dimensional SL(2,Z)-
representation from the modular transformations of characters by splitting off a
suitable automorphy factor from the matrices J(γ; τ) that were introduced in (17).
The characters of the W-modules U±s are linear combinations of classical theta
functions θs,p(q, z)=
∑
m∈Z+s/2p z
mqpm
2
and their derivatives ([FHST, Proposi-
tion 3.1.1], see also section 6.5 of [Fl2]):
χ
U+s
(q) = η(q)−1
(
s
p θp−s,p(q) + 2 θ
′
p−s,p(q)
)
,
χ
U−s
(q) = η(q)−1
(
s
p θs,p(q)− 2 θ′s,p(q)
)
with θs,p(q)= θs,p(q, 1) and θ
′
s,p(q)= z
∂
∂z θs,p(q, z)
∣∣
z=1
. Ordering the 2p irreducible
characters according to
U+p , U
−
p , U
+
1 , U
−
p−1 , U
+
2 , U
−
p−2 , . . . , U
+
p−1 , U
−
1 ,
their modular S-transformation takes the same block form as indicated by (20) for
the diagonalizing matrix Q, namely
J
(( 0 −1
1 0
)
; τ
)
=

J0,0 J0,1 . . . J0,p−1
J1,0 J1,1(τ) . . . J1,p−1(τ)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jp−1,0 Jp−1,1(τ) . . . Jp−1,p−1(τ)

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with p 2×2 -blocks
J0,0 =
1√
2p
(
1 1
1 (−1)p
)
, J0,t =
2√
2p
(
1 1
(−1)p−t (−1)p−t
)
,
Js,0 =
1√
2p
(
s
p (−1)p+s sp
p−s
p (−1)p+s p−sp
)
,
Js,t = (−1)p+s+t
√
2
p
( s
p cosπ
st
p − iτ p−tp sinπ stp sp cosπ stp + iτ tp sinπ stp
p−s
p cosπ
st
p + iτ
p−t
p sinπ
st
p
p−s
p cosπ
st
p − iτ tp sinπ stp
)
.
We now split off an automorphy factor  that fulfils the following additional criteria:
First, it is block-diagonal, with block structure reflecting the one of J ; and second,
it is minimal in the sense that when expressed in the basis of X that is furnished
by the theta functions and their derivatives, it essentially reduces to the ‘trivial’
scalar automorphy factor (cτ+d)−1. Concretely, we set [FHST, Proposition4.3.1]
(21) (γ; τ) = 1 2×2 ⊕ 1(γ; τ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ p−1(γ; τ)
where, for s∈{1, 2, ... , p−1},
s(γ, τ) = Ls
(
1 0
0 ζ(γ)α(γ, τ)
)
L−1s with α
(( a b
c d
)
; τ)
)
=
1
cτ + d
and Ls the similarity transformation between the two bases {χU+s , χU−p−s} and
{θs,p, θ′s,p} of the two-dimensional subspace of X spanned by the characters of
U+s and U
−
p−s, and with ζ the SL(2,Z)-character defined by ζ
((
0 −1
1 0
))
= i and
ζ
(( 1 1
1 0
))
=κ with κ3=−i. With this automorphy factor one obtains
Sχ≡ ρX
(( 0 −1
1 0
))
:= 
(( 0 −1
1 0
)
; τ
)
J
(( 0 −1
1 0
)
; τ
)
= J
(( 0 −1
1 0
)
; τ=i
)
=

J0,0 J0,1 . . . J0,p−1
J1,0 S1,1 . . . S1,p−1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jp−1,0 Sp−1,1 . . . Sp−1,p−1

with
Ss,t = (−1)p+s+t
√
2
p
( s
p cosπ
st
p +
p−t
p sinπ
st
p
s
p cosπ
st
p − tp sinπ stp
p−s
p cosπ
st
p − p−tp sinπ stp p−sp cosπ stp + tp sinπ stp
)
.
Note that the matrix Sχ defined this way squares to the unit matrix 1 2p×2p, but
that it is not symmetric. Furthermore, it satisfies
(22) Sχ2p−m+3,2p−n+3=(−1)p(1−δm,1−δn,1)+⌊(m+n+1)/2⌋+mnSχm,n.
Explicitly, we have e.g.
Sχ =

1/2 1/2 1 1
1/2 1/2 −1 −1
1/4 −1/4 1/2 −1/2
1/4 −1/4 −1/2 1/2

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for p=2 and
Sχ =

1/
√
6 1/
√
6
√
2/3
√
2/3
√
2/3
√
2/3
1/
√
6 −1/√6
√
2/3
√
2/3 −
√
2/3 −
√
2/3
1
3
√
6
1
3
√
6
−(6+√3)
9
√
2
3−√3
9
√
2
3−√3
9
√
2
−(6+√3)
9
√
2√
2/3
3
√
2/3
3
√
2(3−√3)
9
−(3+2√3)
9
√
2
−(3+2√3)
9
√
2
√
2(3−√3)
9√
2/3
3
−
√
2/3
3
√
2(3−√3)
9
−(3+2√3)
9
√
2
3+2
√
3
9
√
2
√
2(
√
3−3)
9
1
3
√
6
−1
3
√
6
−(6+√3)
9
√
2
3−√3
9
√
2
√
3−3
9
√
2
6+
√
3
9
√
2

for p=3.
The SL(2,Z)-representation ρY on the space Y of conformal zero-point blocks
on the torus is (3p−1)-dimensional [Fl1, Miy2, FG]. According to Theorem 2.3
of [FGST1] it can be written as a pointwise product of the form (18), with the re-
striction of ρ to the 2p-dimensional subspace X spanned by the characters yielding
the inverse of the automorphy factor (21) and ρ̂X restricting to the SL(2,Z)-repre-
sentation ρX.
6.3. Conjecture [FHST]: K0(C) from a generalized Verlinde relation.
We now postulate that the equality (5) holds for the (1,p) minimal models, with
⊲ S⊗ as defined in (14), subject to the assumption that the block structure of F0(C)
is the one indicated in (20), and to the choice of normalizations made in (16), and
⊲ Sχ given by ρX
(( 0 −1
1 0
))
as obtained above.
This is, admittedly, a bold assumption. However, it is at least partly justified
by the fact that it survives the following quite non-trivial consistency check: It
generalizes the Verlinde formula (1) in the sense that the numbers obtained when
inserting S=Sχ into the formula (14) for the block-diagonalizing S-matrix, which
are priori general complex numbers (actually, algebraic numbers in a suitable finite
abelian extension of the rationals), turn out to be nonnegative integers, as is needed
for the structure constants of F0(C) in the fusion basis.
Indeed, performing this exercise yields the following unital associative ring
structure, which is conjectured to coincide with the Grothendieck ring K0(C) that
results from the tensor product of C [FHST]: [U+1 ] is the unit element, while [U−1 ]
is an order-2 simple current (invertible element) acting fixed-point free, such that
[U−1 ] ∗ [U±s ] = [U∓s ] ,
and thereby the remaining relations all reduce to
(23) [U±s ] ∗ [U±t ] = [U−1 ] ∗
(
[U±s ] ∗ [U∓t ]
)
=
t∑
i=1
[Û+s−t+2i−1]
for 1≤ t≤ s≤ p, where
[Û±s ] =
{
[U±s ] for 1≤ s≤ p ,
[U±2p−s] + 2 [U
∓
s−p] for p+1≤ s≤ 2p−1 .
It follows in particular that the Perron--Frobenius dimensions of the simple objects
are given by
d(U±s ) = s for s=1, 2 ... , p .
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Basis-independently, the structure of K0(C) obtained this way can be described
[FGST1, Proposition3.3.7] as the quotient of the polynomial ring C[x] by an ideal
generated by a certain linear combination of Chebyshev polynomials, with the vari-
able x corresponding to [U+2 ].
To summarize: (1) The following strategy affords a generalization of the Ver-
linde conjecture to non-semisimple fusion rules:
⊲ Parametrize a suitably normalized matrix S⊗ that block-diagonalizes K0(C).
⊲ Extract an |I|×|I|-matrix Sχ := ρX(
(
0 −1
1 0
)
) from the data of the CFT.
⊲ Insert Sχ for S≡S⊗ in the formula (15), i.e. compute Ni=Sχ Ŝχi Sχ−1.
(2) For the (1,p) minimal models, this strategy produces sensible fusion rules.
It is also worth recalling that the images of the projective objects of C form
an ideal P(C) in K0(C). The restriction of the fusion product to P(C) is rather
degenerate (compare [FGST1, Section 3.3.2]); e.g. for p=2, the relations for the
three basis elements [U+2 ], [U
−
2 ] and [P1] := [P
+
1 ] = [P
−
2 ] of P(C) read 5
[U±2 ] ∗ [U±2 ] = [U+2 ] ∗ [U−2 ] = [P1] ,
[U±2 ] ∗ [P1] = 2
(
[U+2 ] + [U
−
2 ]
)
, [P1] ∗ [P1] = 4 [P1] .
But the quotient F0(C)/P(C) turns out to have a nice structure [FGST1, Corol-
lary 3.3.5]: it is semisimple (implying that P(C) contains the Jacobson radical of
F0(C)), and is in fact isomorphic to the fusion ring of the sl(2) WZW theory at level
p−2. To see this note that, owing to (19), in F0(C)/P(C) we have [U+s ] + [U−p−s] ≃ 0
for s=1, 2 ... , p−1. As a consequence,
[Û±s ] ≃ − [U±2p−s] for s= p+1, p+2, ... , 2p ,
so that F0(C)/P(C) is spanned by (the images of) [U+s ] with s=1, 2 ... , p−1, and
[U+s ] ∗ [U+t ] ≃
p−1−|p−s−t|∑
r=|s−t|+1
r+s+t∈ 2Z
U+r
in F0(C)/P(C).
6.4. Relation with the quantum group Uq(sl(2)). By inspection, the Per-
ron--Frobenius dimensions d(U±s ) of the simple objects of C coincide with the di-
mensions of the simple modules over the p-restricted enveloping algebra of sl(2,Fp)
(see e.g. [Hum]); moreover, the same holds for their respective projective covers, for
which d(P±s )= 2p for all s=1, 2, ... , p. In view of the intimate relationship between
modular representations and quantum groups at roots of unity (see e.g. [Soe]), this
may be taken as an indication that there might exist a suitable quantum group
with a representation category equivalent to the category C.
As advocated in [FGST1, FGST2], and proven for p=2 in [FGST2], such
a quantum group indeed exists,, namely the restricted (non-quasitriangular) Hopf
algebra Uq(sl(2)) with the value q= e
πi/p of the deformation parameter. Uq(sl(2))
has 2p irreducible modules, and [FGST1, Theorem3.3.1] its Grothendieck ring
5 These fusion rules were actually already observed in [Ro, Section 5.3].
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is isomorphic, as a fusion ring (i.e. via an isomorphism preserving distinguished
bases), with the conjectured result (23) for K0(C).
The center of the 2p3-dimensional algebra Uq(sl(2)) has dimension 3p−1; as
discussed in [Ke, Ly1, FGST1], it carries a representation of SL(2,Z). This
representation can be shown to be isomorphic to the SL(2,Z)-representation ρY on
the space of torus zero-point blocks of the (1,p) minimal model, and in terms of
Uq(sl(2)), the pointwise factorization of ρY mentioned at the end of section 6.2 can
be understood through the Jordan decomposition of the ribbon element of Uq(sl(2))
(which essentially gives the representation matrix in ρY for the T -transformation)
[FGST1, Theorems 5.2&5.3.3].
7. Outlook
Obviously, the approach taken above is too narrow to apply to general non-
rational CFTs. Indeed, the non-rational models that fit in our framework still share
many features of the rational ones. Among the types of non-rational CFTs that
are excluded are, for instance, Liouville theory (see e.g. [Na] for a review, and [JT]
for the discussion of a Verlinde-like relation in a subsector of the theory), all CFTs
having chiral sectors of infinite Perron--Frobenius dimension, like the non-rational
orbifolds of a free boson, as well as other interesting c=1 theories such as the (p,p)
minimal models [Mil1]. Nevertheless it seems worth continuing the investigation
of (braided) finite tensor categories and their fusion rules. First, one may hope that
even for more general non-rational CFTs there exists a suitable subcategory, e.g.
the full subcategory formed by all objects of finite length, that has the structure
of a braided finite tensor category and still captures interesting features of the
CFT. Secondly, there are several classes of non-rational models which potentially
do fit into the framework, like other logarithmically extended (p,q) minimal models,
fractional-level WZW models (see e.g. [FM, Gab, LMRS, Ad]), or generalized
symplectic fermions [Ab].
It will be important to determine whether the chiral sectors of models like those
just mentioned indeed form finite tensor categories, and furthermore, to which ex-
tent they share additional features that are present for the (1,p) minimal mod-
els. The most important of these is the fact that for the (1,p) models the linkage
structure of C exactly matches the linkage structure of the representation category
Rep(F0(C)) of the fusion algebra: every simple F0(C)-module appears as a com-
position factor of precisely one block of F0(C), and all composition factors of any
indecomposable F0(C)-module occur in one and the same block. Some particular
aspects of this property of the (1,p) models are the following:
⊲ The quotient algebra F0(C)/P(C) is semisimple.
⊲ There exist projective simple objects. (They appear to be analogues of the
Steinberg modules in the representation theory of simple Lie algebras or quantum
groups.)
⊲ If indecomposable projective objects of C belong to the same linkage class, then
they have the same image in K0(C). (This behavior is familiar e.g. from certain
induced modules over reduced enveloping algebras in the theory of modular repre-
sentations [Ja].) Thus while there are as many isomorphism classes of indecompos-
able projectives as of simple objects, so that a priori the dimension of P(C) could
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be as large as |I|, the dimension of P(C) is actually given by the number of blocks
of K0(C) (i.e., in the notation of (13), by |I ′|).
Another feature of the fusion rules of the (1,p) minimal models is the presence of
the simple current [U−1 ]. One would expect that, like in the rational case [SY, In],
simple currents are accompanied by simple current symmetries of the matrix Sχ ;
for the (1,p) models, this is indeed the case: relation (22) is a simple current
symmetry. 6 Also worth being investigated is the question whether based solely on
the category C of chiral sectors, or even just on its fusion ring K0(C), one can make
any interesting predictions about the Zhu algebras An(V) and their representations.
These could then be tested in cases for which the vertex algebra is sufficiently well
under control. For instance, for the (1,p) models one expects [FG] that A(V) has
dimension 6p−1.
Finally, we would like to point out that the discussion of CFT above is incom-
plete in that it is exclusively concerned with chiral issues. In most applications
it is full, local, CFT rather than chiral CFT that is relevant. How to deal with
non-rational full CFT is not understood generally. Only a few peculiar results have
been obtained, e.g. in [GK2], where a local theory for the (1,2) minimal model
was constructed, or in [FHST], where the existence of some non-diagonal modular
invariant combinations of characters was noticed for the (1,2) and (1,3) models.
An indication of what is going on in the general case is supplied by the ob-
servation that for any full CFT there should be sensible notions of topological
defect lines and of boundary conditions. These structures play a central role in the
construction of (rational) full CFTs based on noncommutative algebra in tensor
categories [FRS1, FRS2, SFR] (for related work in the context of vertex algebras
see [Ko, HK]). Indeed, since defect lines can be fused with each other, one expects
that they form a monoidal category D, and that the defects can be deformed locally
may be taken as an indication that D should be rigid. Moreover, since a defect line
can be fused with a boundary condition, resulting in another boundary condition,
the boundary conditions should form a (left, say) module categoryM over D. (For
various pertinent aspects of module categories see [Os, ENO, EO, AF].) And, as
pointed out in [SFR], this structure gives rise to a formulation in which M and D
have naturally the structure of a (right) module category and a bimodule category,
respectively, over the monoidal category C of chiral sectors of the CFT. Further-
more, from the viewpoint of [SFR] C is actually a derived concept, the primary
structure being the category D, which already in rational CFT generically neither
has a braiding nor a twist. It is tempting to try to analyze also (a subclass of) non-
rational full CFTs by starting from the defect line category D, taken to be a finite
tensor category. More generally, the existence of module and bimodule categories
with matching properties might serve as a guiding principle when trying to find
necessary properties that a monoidal category must possess in order to correspond
to a non-rational chiral CFT.
6 The Galois group of the finite abelian extension of Q in which (upon suitable normalization
of the nilpotent basis elements and of the entries of the matrix K) the entries of the block-
diagonalizing matrix S⊗ take their values gives rise to another type of symmetry. One may hope
that these ‘Galois symmetries’ can be exploited in an similar manner as [CG, FGSS, FSS, Ba]
for rational CFTs; in a related context this issue has been addressed in [Gan1].
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